MHX-514 (2016-2019 3.5L Tacoma)

23JAN22

Tools Required:
-

Socket Set (10mm and 13mm)
Wrench 10mm
Pliers
Flat Head Screwdriver
Adjustable Wrench
Hose Cutter or Sharp Knife

Recommended:
-

Drain Pan
Shop Towels
Gloves

1. Mount MHX-514 oil cooler to the bracket. Mount the two MHX-514 brackets to the
cooler utilizing the provided hardware so the cooler ports are oriented to the right when
mounted. Utilizing the (12) M8 bolts, washers, and lock nuts, secure the oil cooler to the
steel bracket as shown in the photo below.

2. Remove the grill from your truck. Remove the two tabs secured on the top of the grill
and the two screws holding the grill in place. Disconnect the radar by unpinning the zip
tie then disconnecting the harness (2018+ Tacoma’s only). Remove the grill from the
truck.
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3. Remove factory transmission cooler. Remove the three 10mm bolts securing the factory
oil cooler. Lay the factory oil cooler on cardboard/shop towels. Disconnect the hoses
from the oil cooler by releasing the tension from the clamps. Place factory cooler aside.

Remove 10mm bolts

Remove Tension clamps
and hoses from factory
oil cooler and hard lines

4. Remove top condenser mounting bolt. Remove the factory condenser top mounting
bolt on the passenger side.

Remove top
condenser mounting
bolt.

5. Mount the cooler to the truck. Utilizing the carriage bolts and backing plate, route the
backing plate around the back of the bottom of the frame (see picture below). Lock in
both carriage bolts and secure the cooler utilizing the fender washers and nylon lock
nuts. Secure the top of the bracket utilizing the M6 hex bolts and fender washers.

M6x30mm (PT)
bolt.
Route backing plate
and carriage bolts.

M6x20mm bolt.

6. Mount the 10AN to 6AN adaptors on the cooler ports. Mount the two 10AN to 6AN
push lock fitting adaptors to each port on the cooler utilizing a wrench. Ensure the
fitting is completely seated and the O-ring is not visible. (The photo below shows fitting
not completely seated and the (green) O-ring is visible)

O-ring visible (not
good)

7. Mount hoses from cooler to hard lines and prepare for ATF fill. Slide a pressure clamp on one
end of each of the transmission hoses and then secure them to the cooler ports. Once the hoses
are seated, secure the pressure clamp over the fitting just before the nipple. Route the hose on
the bottom port of the cooler to the bottom hard line on the truck. Utilizing a sharp knife or
hose cutter, cut the hose to the proper length so there is not too much slack. Secure the
bottom hose with a pressure clamp. Next, route the top hose to the top hard line and cut the
hose to the proper length (do not secure hose to the hard line just yet).

Slowly pour ½
quart of ATF WS in
the funnel.

8. Fill cooler with ATF. Slide the provided funnel into the top hose. Next, pour (½ quart) of
Toyota WS ATF in the funnel to fill the MHX-514 cooler and lines. Secure the hose to the
top hard line utilizing the last pressure clamp.
(See next page for photos of the hoses installed)

9. Replace grill and check for leaks. Replace the grill on the truck utilizing the same
hardware you removed. Next, plug the radar harness (2018+). Start the truck and go on
a test drive to test for leaks. If no leaks are detected, your install of your highperformance cooler is complete.

Questions? Contact Genuine Cooling Systems
@genuinecoolingsystems@gmail.com

